
Why museum 
when you could

m x



The world’s premiere social museum 
concept that transforms traditional platforms 
into dynamic experiences that engage the 
senses, connect individuals, communities, 
cities and the world. Mix celebrates, but 
challenges the role of traditional museum 
programming, to create each - regardless of 
scale, into thriving hubs of social 
interaction, commerce, leisure and learning.  

m x That live learn life.  



1. Main Entry
2. Retail 
3. Restaurant
4. Lecture  
5. Exhibit Hall
6. Support/Workshop
7. Library
8. Courtyard  
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TRADITIONAL Museum Programming 



TRADITIONAL Museum Experience 



1. Museum
2. Civic Building 
3. Restaurants
4. Heritage Sites
5. Performance Venues
6. Artists Studios  
7. Neighborhoods
8. Schools 
9. Specialty Shops 
10. Secret Locations 

m x Museum Programming
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m x Museum Experience 



…uses digital technology to connect and share information curated by traditional museum 
exhibits to its user community. 

… create points of connection that facilitate real world interactions with a community of users 
that elevate the exchange and indulgence in information.  

…blurs physical and virtual connections, to allow curated exhibits to engage communities with 
exciting impromptu or programmed information and experiences within the walls of traditional 
museums and in the world around them.

mxHow it Works 



1. Mobile Devices 

4. Terminal

3. AR/VR Portals

QR
CODE

2. Next Gen-Codes

Posters Menus Take-a-ways Magazine Print Materials 

Events Information Maps Deals  Specials   Promo   Curated Content   

Civic Buildings   Performance Venues      Monuments         Restaurants      Neighborhoods         Businesses 

Expert Instructor  Artist Community           Experience Destination

m x Flexible P. O.C’s. [Point of Connection]  Connects “Traditional Museum Exhibits” to “Real World” Interactive Experiences   

Architectural kiosks fitted with 
AR/VR tech that connect 
members anywhere to participate 
in aspects of an exhibit –
enhancing the experience

Information can be shared in 
unexpected places to heighten the 
explorative nature of the platform 

Share info, keep track of points 
and be alerted to exciting secret 
events, promos  and exclusive 
content

Sponsored terminals are placed in 
the community. They share 
curated content and boost point 
collection – encouraging user to 
get out and explore.   



Tina is all about that live learn life and 
has become a avid Mix’er. As the 
newest member of the community she
is ready to go. Lets see what her
week looks like…



sunday monday tuesday wednesday fridaysaturday thursday

Tina attends Mix’er
social event at 
local museum and 
makes new friend 

On the way home 
bumps into to Kelly 
from the Museum 
social. Decides to 
attend pottery class 
with her

Morning 

Afternoon 

Evening  

Night  
$

Joins Mix

Tina takes in West 
African Exhibit

Alerted to African 
Drum Performance  
Sunday night 

Attends West African 
Drumming show 

On way to lunch 
Tina spots a Mix
terminal at her 

local bank. It alerts 
her to new West 
African restaurant  
across town – a 
chef open table 
event - history of 
West African 
cuisine 

Denotes experience points collected 

Tina now loves West 
African cuisine. Will 
be making a dish 
Wednesday

Tina takes in Eastern 
European Exhibit 
with focus on 
performance history 

On way to work. 
Subway poster 
alerts to Eastern 
European ballet 
performance on 
Friday 

QR
CODE

Great ballet 
performance! 
Mix’er received 
back stage access 

Connects virtually 
with Ghanaian Chef 
Ade to create dish 

Kelly’s Art studio 
portals in Randa, a 
Lebanese potter for 
a master class. Her 
work is featured at 
the Cultural Center

Takes in Randa’s
public exhibit over 
lunch break. Alerted to 
a secret popup 
featuring artisanal 
dates - delectables
prepared traditionally 
from Randa’s
hometown 

Dates and tea 
delicious!

Groceries for dinner 
tonight. Terminal at 
Local liquor store 
alerts new West 
African Palm wine 
tasting event. She’s 
got to attend 

Coffee with Kelly’s 
friend Tina met at the 
studio 

Great Eats! Even 
better sleep 

Tina attends Mix’er
social event at local 
museum and makes 
new friends and 
shares the week of 
experiences 

Connects with 
Mexican  weaving 
expert virtually in the 
South American 
Exhibit 

Alerted to Eastern 
European trip to visit 
rare historic site 
featured in exhibit 

Books trip with 
points!

Coffee with Mix

Member 

$ Denotes experience points spent 



m x Community  



Digital  Interface and 
Infrastructure 
Management 

Flexible POC – Point of 
Connection 

Experience Curator + 
Concierge 

mx

Museum Subscribes to 
digital platform and 
receives:

Museum Partners Users Community  

Mix combines existing internet, app, satellite and mobile technology into a dynamic network that reimagines 
traditional museums into social hubs and ambassadors of the communities they serve 

Feasibility 

Local businesses, organizations, 
governments and proprietors 
sponsor POC impression and 
placements – creating revenue 
for the Museum 

Museum drives traffic to 
sponsored experience  

Sign up with Museum receive 
initial block of points 

Accrue points per experience, 
exclusive museum social events 
and exhibits   

Use or gift points for: personal 
passions, social causes, 
education, or community 
building initiatives 

Enhance social learning 
experiences connected to 
everyday life 

Local Museums, Partners and 
Users become apart of a network 
that is connected regionally, 
nationally and globally to offer 
unprecedented life learning 
experiences 



My museum. My life. mx



As a creative strategist, Ian Rolston uses design as a medium to challenge convention and explore spaces 
beyond the boundaries. Years of collaborating with the industries finest: discussing, positioning and analyzing 
the life of properties all over the world, have given him a unique perspective on how to inspire and capture the 
imagination. Ian is a native son of Toronto, Canada. An Environmental Design graduate from OCAD University, 
he is focused on delivering highly connected and intuitive environments.

PREPARED FOR: 2018 Playable Museum Award 

PREPARED BY: Ian Rolston 

Sumbitted: March 31, 2018
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